INTRODUCING YOUR TALK DISCUSSION LEADER
Humanities Kansas

Below is a script you may follow to introduce your discussion leader. You are welcome to change it to best suit your needs—but remember to give Humanities Kansas credit for supporting the event.

Welcome to the [YOUR ORGANIZATION]. I am [YOUR NAME].

Our TALK event is brought to us by Humanities Kansas, an independent nonprofit spearheading a movement of ideas to empower the people of Kansas to strengthen their communities and our democracy. Please take a moment to turn off any cell phones before we begin our program.

Sandra Wiechert is a native of Wichita with an M.A. in American History from Kansas State University. She and her husband Allen have lived in Lawrence since the 1970’s where she worked as a reference librarian and community relations coordinator for the Lawrence Public Library. She is the author of Historic Mount Oread: A Catalog of KU's Landmarks and has received Lawrence's "Phoenix Award for the Literary Arts."

Please welcome Sandra Wiechert.

Sandra Wiechert
813 Highland Dr
Lawrence KS 66044-2431
785 842-5467 (h)
wiechert@ku.edu